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126 Irina V. Aminovadata belonging to one regeneration cycle (the distance between any pairof successive regeneration points).First of all we give basic de�nitions.Let (Z; �) be a random pair, where � = (�1; �2; : : : ) is an increas-ing sequence of nonnegative �nite random times, Z = fZt; t � 0g|random process with state space (Z;B) and the shift operator � is de�nedas ��k(Z; �) = f(Z�i+t)t�0; (�k � �i)k�ig.A random pair (Z; �) is called a (classic) regenerative process, if forany k � 0:(1) Distribution of the process ��k(Z; �) does not depend on k;(2) Distribution of ��k(Z; �) does not depend on the \pre-history"f(Zt)t<�k ; �0; : : : ; �kg.The sequence � is called the renewal process embedded into the originalprocess fZ; �g. Variables �k are called (strong) regeneration points (r.p.s),Gk=fZt; 0 < t < �1g are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)parts of the trajectory of the process Z between r.p.s called regenerationcycles (r.c.s), �k = �k+1 � �k; k � 1 are i.i.d. lengths of r.c.s.Under some conditions, the regenerative structure guarantees the ex-istence of a limiting distribution. Usually, interarrival and service timesare assumed to be i.i.d. with �nite �rst moments.Classical approaches (for example, central limit theorem (CLT) inthe case of classic regeneration or an extended CLT for the so-called m-dependent random variables) allow us to obtain statistical estimates forvarious characteristics of the limiting distribution: waiting time, sojourntime, queue-size, and so on, [2].Now let us consider a queueing system with an in�nite secondmoment of r.c.s lengths, E�2 = 1 (� is a generic variable for cyclelengths). In this case we say that the random variable � has heavy-taileddistribution. Since E�2 <1 regeneration points generally exist, but suchevents turn out to be too rare. One of the ways to increase the e�ciencyof the regeneration approach is to increase the frequency of r.p.s. To dothis one can use, for instance, the so-called arti�cial classical regenerationmethod.In this paper, we present arti�cial regeneration based on exponen-tial splitting. The main idea of such splitting is to plot the exponentialfunction into a given density that is possible in the case of heavy-tailed



Arti�cial Regeneration and Heavy Tail Phenomena 127distribution. One can expect that the heavier the tail of the given distri-bution the more frequent regeneration points we can obtain. At that wediscuss in detail heavy-tailed distributions.The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we give mathematicalde�nitions of long-range dependent and self-similar processes. In section 3,we consider distributions with heavy tails. Section 4 describes an arti�cialregeneration method in the case of exponential splitting. In section 5, weconclude with a discussion of statistical methods of heavy-tailed indexestimation.2 Self-similarityThe network arrival process is often considered in accordance with Pois-son processes for analytical simplicity. But increasing instrumentation oflocal- and wide-area networks (LAN and WAN) has made possible theobservation of large amounts of data [13, 14, 16, 17]. Analysis of this datashows that classical queueing assumptions of light tails (see section 3) andindependence are inapplicable for them [19]. Huge data sets in LAN tra�cappear to exhibit long-range dependence (i.e., the process is self-similaror has fractal behavior with scaling parameter greater then 1=2, while anumber of �le size appear to be generated by heavy-tailed distributions.It means that tra�c shows noticeable bursts at all timescales.We note that self-similarity is a signi�cant factor in network modeling.For example, delays in data transferring can be more severe when tra�cis self-similar than would be predicted by Poisson models [16, 17]The theory of self-similar stochastic processes is not so well studiedas the theory of Poisson processes. Empirical observation of fractal net-work behavior makes it important to develop tools for understanding self-similarity [11, 15].Let us now dwell on the de�nitions of self-similarity and long-rangedependence.De�nition 1. ([15]) A discrete time process Z = fZn : n = 0; 1; : : :gis second order (covariance) stationary, if it has(1) constant mean � = EZn for all n � 0;(2) �nite variance v = E(Zn � �)2.



128 Irina V. AminovaLet k = cov(Zn; Zn+k), k = 0; 1; : : : be an auto-covariance function,which depends only on k and does not depend on n. Denote �k = k0|auto-correlation function and note that v = 0.Let us construct a new second order stationary process Z(m) =fZ(m)j ; j = 1; 2; : : :g, obtained by averaging the given process Z overblocks of size m|the so-called aggregated process. That is, for all m � 1,Z(m)j = Zjm�m+1 + Zjm�m+2 + : : : Zjmm ; j � 1 :Let v(m) = VarZ(m)k be a variance of aggregated process, which is in-dependent of subscript k. Denote (m)k , �(m)k auto-covariance and auto-correlation functions for aggregated process Z(m), respectively.It is easy to check thatv(m) = vm + 2m2 mXk=1(m� k)k (2.1)or v(m) = vm + 2m2 m�1Xs=1 sXk=1 k : (2.2)De�nition 2. The process Z is called short-range dependent ifXk k <1 : (2.3)It follows from (2.2) that for short-range dependent processv(m) � cm ; as m!1 ; (2.4)where c is positive �nite constant. (For example, for the so-calledk-dependent variables, c = VarZ1. So, in this case, v(m) ! 0 as m!1.)For instance, if a process Z has exponentially decaying autocovariationfunction, i.e. k � cak for large k, where 0 < c < 1 and a 2 (0; 1) areconstants, then process is short-range dependent.Remark. If relation (2.4) holds for all k = 1; 2; 3; : : : , then(m)k ! 0 as m!1.



Arti�cial Regeneration and Heavy Tail Phenomena 129De�nition 3. The process Z is called long-range dependent (LRD) ifXk k =1 : (2.5)Since for each k k � (1� km )k as m!1 ;then divergence in (2.5) implies that series1m2 Xk(m� k)kis also diverges. So, mv(m) !1 ; as m!1 :For instance, if a process Z has hyperbolically decaying autocovariancefunction k � ck��, and variance v(m) = cm��, 0 < � < 1, 0 < c < 1,then it is LRD.One can show [15] that for LRD processes�(m)k ! �k ; as m!1 ; (2.6)that means, that for large m, �k does not depend on m. In this case theprocess is called asymptotically second order self-similar.De�nition 4. ([15, 13]) The process Z is called exactly second orderself-similar if �(m)k = �k 8m; k � 0 ; (2.7)v(m) = vm�� ; m > 0 ; 0 < � < 2 : (2.8)In other words, the aggregated process Z(m) and given process Z havethe same correlation structure.From de�nition 4 it is not obvious at �rst glance that self-similarprocesses actually exist, but in fact a number of families of self-similar



130 Irina V. Aminovaprocesses are known. The most widely-studied self-similar processes arefractional Gaussian noise (FGN) and fractional ARIMA processes [13, 20].Associated with FGN is Fractional Browian motion (FBM), which is sim-ply the integrated version of FGN (that is, a FBM process is simply thesum of FGN increments).Remarks.1. Usually instead of parameter � one can use index H = 1 � �=2which is called the Hurst index, 0 < H < 1. For example, BM is 1=2self-similar.2. (2) If 1=2 < H < 1, then the process is LRD, otherwise the processis short-range dependent or has independent increments.Recent measurements [16, 17, 21] of LAN and WAN tra�c charac-teristics show that long-range dependence and heavy tails are tightlyconnected. For example, Samorodnitsky and Resnick [19] suggest thatlong-range dependent inputs to queueing system can induce heavy tailedoutputs. In [19] Resnick notes that heavy tails can induce long-rangedependence. Asmussen [1, 8], Boxma [6] show that heavy-tailed servicetimes in M=M=1 and in M=G=1 (FIFO discipline of service and Proces-sor Sharing service) induce heavy-tailed outputs and therefore long-rangedependence.3 Distributions with heavy tailsThis section is important for understanding the splitting procedure (seesection 4) which is based on the existence of heavy tails for density func-tions. Now we start a discussion on main de�nitions and the propertiesof heavy-tailed distributions.Let F be the distribution function (d.f.) of nonnegative r.v. X .De�nition 5. ([5]) D.f. F has heavy tail ifm(�) = E fexp(�X)g =1 8 � > 0 : (3.1)Otherwise, d.f. F is called light-tailed.Heavy-tailed distributions have the following property:limx!1 e�x(1� F (x)) =1 ; 8 � > 0 : (3.2)



Arti�cial Regeneration and Heavy Tail Phenomena 131Let us consider examples of heavy-tailed distributions.Example 1. Among distribution functions with heavy tails subclassS of subexponential distributions is quite important; let X1, X2, : : : benonnegative, i.i.d. r.v.s with common d.f. F .De�nition 6. ([1]) F is called subexponential distributed (F 2 S) ifthe following relation holdslimx!1 P (X1 + � � �+Xn > x)P (X1 > x) = 1� F (n)(x)1� F (x) = n 8 n ; (3.3)where F (n)(x) is an n-multiple convolution of d.f. F .We note, that for any distribution F ,P (max(X1; : : : ; Xn) > x) � nP (X1 > x)(here � means that the ratio converges to one as x!1). So, this is theonly way that superposition of subexponential d.f.s is large when one ofthe summands is so.For a distribution F on (�1;+1), F 2 S, if 1 � F (x) � 1 � G(x),x! +1 for some G 2 S which is concentrated on (0;1).The following properties are often used [5]:Proposition 2. Let F 2 S. Then(1) Property (3.2) holds;(2) 8� > 0 there is a constant � = �(�) > 0 such that1� F (n)(x) � �(1 + �)n(1� F (x)) 8 x � 0 ; n � 2 ;(3) limx!1 1� F (x+ u)1� F (x) = 1 uniformly in u on compact sets.Example 2. Regularly varying d.f.'s (which were de�ned by Kara-mata, see [19]).De�nition 7. ([3]) A positive function L (not necessarily monotone)is called slowly varying ifL(tx)L(t) ! 1 ; t!1 ; 8 x > 0 : (3.4)



132 Irina V. AminovaExample 3. Each almost everywhere positive measurable function isslowly varying, if it has a positive limit as x!1. Typical slowly varyingfunctions are [19]const + o(1) ; o(1)! 0 ; as x!1 ;log(x) ; x > 1 ;log(log(x)) ; for large x ;1log(x) ; x > 1 ;On the other hand, exponents ex and e�x are not slowly varying.These examples intuitively give the feeling of this concept. Before givingthe de�nition of regularly varying functions, let us consider properties ofslowly varying functions [18, 19].Proposition 3. ([19]) Let L(x), L1(x), L2(x) be slowly varying func-tions. Then(1) for all � > 0, x!1x�L(x)!1 ; x��L(x)! 0 ;(2) L1(x) � L2(x) and L1(x) + L2(x) are slowly varying;(3) for all �xed � > 0 and large enough xx�� < L(x) < x� :De�nition 8. ([3]) A positive function u is called regularly varyingwith rate � ((�1 < � <1)) ifu(tx)! x��u(t) ; t!1 ; 8 x : (3.5)Proposition 4. ([3]) Let 1 � F1(x), 1 � F2(x) be regularly varyingtails of d.f.'s. 1�Fi(x) = x��Li(x). Then the convolution F (2) = F1 �F2has regularly varying tail1� F (2)(x) � x��(L1(x) + L2(x)) :



Arti�cial Regeneration and Heavy Tail Phenomena 133This proposition is useful because of the following corollary.Corollary 4.1. If tail of d.f. F is regularly varying, i.e. 1� F (x) �x��L(x), then 1� F (r)(x) � r � x��L(x) : (3.6)Thus, if d.f. F is regularly varying then F is subexponential.De�nition 9. ([19]) A positive function u is called second order regu-larly with �rst order parameter �� and second order parameter �, if thereis a function A(t)! 0, t!1 which ultimately has a constant sign suchthat the following re�nement of (3.5) holds:limt!1 u(tx)u(t) � x��A(t) = H(x) = cx�� Z x1 v��1dv ; x > 0 ; (3.7)for c 6= 0.Note that for x > 0H(x) = ( cx�� logx ; if � = 0 ;cx�� x� � 1� ; if � < 0 :To integrate regularly varying functions one can use Karamata's theo-rem [19]. This theorem roughly says that when one integrates a regularlyvarying function, one may treat the slowly varying function as a constant.Example 4. Pareto, Lognormal and Weibull d.f.s belong to subex-ponential distributions.De�nition 10. D.f. F with tail 1 � F (x) = �x0x ��, � > 0, x0 > 0,x � x0 is called Pareto d.f.Random variable ea+�� has lognormal distribution if random variable �is standard normal.D.f. F with tail 1� F (x) = e�x� , 0 < � < 1 is called Weibull.



134 Irina V. Aminova4 Exponential splittingLet T be a positive random variable (r.v.) with density function f(x).De�nition 11. ([4]) Random variable T is called exponentially split-ted if there are constants � > 0, � > 0 and 0 < q < 1 such thatf(t) � q�e��(t��) ; 8 t � � :The exponentially splitted random variable can be represented in thefollowing way: T = � T0 ; with probability q ;T1 ; with probability 1� q ;where T1 has the densityf1(t) = 8><>: f(t)1� q ; for t � � ;f(t)� q�e��(t��)1� q ; for t > � ;and T0 is a left hand truncated exponentially splitted random variablewith parameter �. The density of r.v. T0 is de�ned as followsf0(t) = ( 0 ; for t � � ;�e��(t��) ; for t > � :So, density f is splitted into two density functions f1 and f0, where f0is the shifted exponent:f(t) = qf0(t) + (1� q)f1(t) ; t � 0 :Remarks.1. Distributions with heavy tails always satisfy the above mentionedconditions of exponential splitting. So, any stochastic queueing sys-tem with heavy-tailed interarrivals and service times is obliged toapply arti�cial regeneration.2. Note that the heavier the tail of d.f., the bigger the area we can plotinto graphics of d.f. f and therefore the more frequent the arti�cialregeneration points we can obtain.



Arti�cial Regeneration and Heavy Tail Phenomena 1355 How to estimate index � of heavy-tailedfunction?The material of this section is based on works [19, 10]. There are manydi�erent techniques to estimate index � of d.f.'s tails in (3.5). We dwellon the Hill estimator, which is widely used.Suppose X1, : : : , Xn be i.i.d. r.v.'s with d.f. F . LetX(1) > X(2) > � � � > X(n)be order statistics. Assume that F has h.t.:�F (x) = x��L(x) ; x!1 :De�nition 12. ([10]) FunctionHk;n = 1k kXi=1 log X(i)X(k+1) ; k < n ; (5.1)is called the Hill estimator (here k is the number of upper statistics usedin the estimation).We use only k upper statistics, because it is better to sample fromthat part the distribution what looks most Pareto-like. A more detailedexplanation is that sampleX(1)X(k+1) ; : : : ; X(k)X(k+1)is distributed like the order statistics from sample size k and has distri-bution of the tail 1� F (xX(k+1))1� F (X(k+1)) ; x � 1 :Because of (3.5) if X(k+1) is large, then1� F (xX(k+1))1� F (X(k+1)) � x�� :



136 Irina V. AminovaProposition 5. ([19]) If n!1, k !1, but kn ! 0 we haveHk;n ! ��1 : (5.2)In practice the Hill estimator is used in the following way: we graphnk ; H�1k;n ; 1 � k � no.6 ConclusionNow we make some important conclusion comments.When classic regeneration is ine�ective (for instance, in the case ofrare events, that is when E�21 =1), one can apply arti�cial regenerationbased on exponential splitting. The existence of heavy-tailed interarrivalsand service times in queues allow us to apply arti�cial regeneration. More-over, the heavier the tails, the more frequent the regeneration points wecan obtain. This property sometimes may be very useful to increase thee�ciency of regenerative simulation. In this connection, we note that itseems to be very promising to study the conservation property of heavytails for output in network context when interarrivals and service timeshave heavy-tailed distributions and to develop the method of constructionr.p.s based on arti�cial regeneration for queueing networks.AcknowledgmentsI want to thank my adviser professor Evsei Morozov for essential help insetting the problem and preparation of the paper. I would also like tothank professor Vladimir Kalashnikov and professor Alexander Andronovfor helpful discussions.References[1] S. Asmussen, K. Binswanger, B. Hojgaard, Rare events simulationfor heavy-tailed distributions. 1998. (to be appeared)[2] E. V. Morozov, S. G. Sigovtsev, Simulation of Queueing processesbased on weak regeneration. J. of Math. Sciences, vol. 89, no 5, 1998.
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